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Abstract. Process modelling is a crucial phase of Business Process Management
(BPM). Despite the many efforts made in producing process modelling tools, ex-
isting tools (languages) are not commonly accepted. They are mainly criticised
for their inability to specify both the tasks making up the processes and their
scheduling (their lifecycle models), the data they manipulate (their information
models) and their organizational models. Process modelling in these languages
often results in a single task graph; such a graph can quicklybecome difficult to
read and maintain. Moreover, these languages are often too general (they have a
very high expressiveness); this makes their application tospecific types of pro-
cesses complex: especially for administrative processes.In this paper, we present
a new language for administrative processes modelling thatallows designers to
specify the lifecycle, information and organizational models of such processes us-
ing a mathematical tool based on a variant of attributed grammars. The approach
imposed by the new language requires the designer to subdivide his process into
scenarios, then to model each scenario individually using asimple task graph (an
annotated tree) from which a grammatical model is further derived. At each mo-
ment then, the designer manipulates only a scenario of the studied process: this
approach is more intuitive and modular; it allows to producetask graphs that are
more refined and therefore, more readable and easier to maintain.

Keywords: Administrative Process Modelling· Workflow Language· Gram-
mars· Artifact · Accreditation.

1 Introduction

Workflow technology aim at automating business processes4. To do so, it provides a
clear framework composed of two major entities: (1) aworkflow languagefor the de-
scription of such processes in a (generally graphical) format that can be interpreted

4 A business processis a set of tasks that follow a specific pattern and are executed to achieve a
specific goal [1]. When such processes are managed electronically, they are calledworkflows.

https://project.inria.fr/fuchsia/
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by (2) a software system calledWorkflow Management System(WfMS). The role of
WfMS is to facilitate collaboration and coordination of various actors involved in the
distributed execution of processes’ tasks: in this way, workflow reduces the automa-
tion of business processes to their modelling inworkflow languages; process modelling
(specification) is therefore a crucial phase of workflow management5.

Several tools have been developed to address process modelling. Among the most
well-known are the BPMN standard (Business Process Model and Notation6) [13]
based on statecharts, and the YAWL language (Yet Another Workflow Language) [1]
which uses a formalism derived from that of Petri nets. Despite the significant research
progress around these tools (often qualified as "traditional tools"), they are not com-
monly accepted. Indeed, they are often criticized for not being based on solid mathe-
matical foundations [8], for having a much too great expressiveness compared to the
needs of professionals in the field [22] and/or for not being intuitive [8].

Another important criticism often levelled at traditionalworkflow languages is the
fact that they treat data (processinformation model) and users (part of processorga-
nizational model) as second-class citizens by highlighting tasks and their routing (pro-
cesslifecycle model). To precisely remedy this, researchers have developed over the
last two decades and under the initiative of IBM, the artifact-centric [15] approach to
the design and execution of business processes. This one, revisited in several works
[2,9,10,11,3,4,7], proposes a new approach to workflow management by focusing on
both automated processes and data manipulated using the concept of "business arti-
fact" or "artifact" in short. An artifact is considered as a document that conveys all
the information concerning a particular case of execution of a given business process,
from its inception in the system to its termination. A major shortcoming of artifact-
centric models is that, after designing a given business process, it’s difficult to manage
it out of the context for which it was designed: specificationand execution context (the
WfMS on which it must be executed) are strongly coupled. In fact, in artifact-centric
approaches the process specification is done with artifact modelling and artifacts are
usually tailored to dedicated collaborative systems; process designers are then obliged
to take into account certain details related to the workflow execution technique during
the modelling phase: it is therefore difficult to consider these approaches exclusively as
business process modelling tools since they are context dependant.

Another mentioned shortcoming of existing process modelling approaches is that
they concentrate the modelling of a given process into a single task graph. Not only
does this not allow designers to explicitly express the entire control flow of certain
types of processes, but the resulting specifications are generally not easy to read, to
maintain and to evolve. These concerns were first raised by Wil M. P. van der Aalst et
al. [19,21]. They provide a solution to this by introducing the concept ofproclet; they
thus propose to deal with several levels of granularity assigned to lightweight workflow
processes (proclets) in charge of orchestrating their execution. The modelling of each

5 TheWorkflow Management Coalition(it is the organization responsible for developing stan-
dards in workflow) definesworkflow managementas the modelling and computer management
of all the tasks and different actors involved in executing abusiness process [1].

6 BPMN was initiated by theBusiness Process Management Initiative(BPMI) which merged
with Object Management Group(OMG) in 2005.
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level of granularity is therefore done using a smaller task graph. We find this vision
very interesting. However, the notion of granularity manipulated in [19] is not very
intuitive and seems, as for artifact-centric models, intimately linked to the execution
model of proclets. In the case of an administrative process7 Pop, we think it would be
more affordable to partition its task graph according to a characteristic that is natural to
it. Knowing that such a process is naturally composed of a setof execution scenarios
and can be represented by a finite set

{

S1
op, . . . ,S

k
op

}

of representative scenarios8 (see
sec. 3.2) known in advance, we propose to use the "scenario" as the modelling unit".

All the above-mentioned shortcomings of traditional workflow languages confirm
that there is still a need of scientific innovation in the fieldof business process mod-
elling. This paper presents a newLanguage for the Specification of Administrative
Workflow Processes(LSAWfP) based on the concept of attributed grammars (a spec-
ification of business processes by the means of attributed grammars is also presented
in [5]). LSAWfP is built in a more traditional way and then, unlike the artifact-centric
approaches, it allows process modelling independently of aworkflow execution tech-
nique. Opposed to traditional workflow languages, LSAWfP provides coherent tools to
model both processes’ lifecycle model, information model and organizational model.
Additionally, LSAWfP uses the "scenario" as the modelling unit: a given process mod-
elling consists to the modelling of each of its representative scenario. Designers can
thus focus on the modelling and the maintenance of process’ parts rather than handling
the whole process at a time: this seems to be more intuitive, modular and easier, and can
also be further well composed with the level of granularity splitting approach proposed
by [19].

LSAWfP is especially tailored for administrative processes modelling: its expres-
siveness is then built to fit the needs of such processes. Its modelling approach can be
described as follow: from the observation that one can analyse the textual description
of a given administrative process to exhibit all its possible representative execution sce-
narios leading to its business goals, LSAWfP propose to model each of these scenarios
by an annotated tree called arepresentative artifactin which, each node corresponds
to a task of the process, and each hierarchical decomposition (a node and its sons)
represents a scheduling of these tasks. From these representative artifacts, are derived
an attributed grammarG called theGrammatical Model of Workflow(GMWf). The
symbols of a given GMWf represent the process tasks and each of its productions rep-
resents a scheduling of a subset of these tasks; intuitively, a production given by its left
and right hand sides, specifies how the task on the left hand side precedes (must be exe-
cuted before) those on the right hand side. Thus, the GMWf of aprocess contains both
its information model(modelled by its attributes) and itslifecycle model(thanks to the
set of its productions). Once the GMWf is obtained, LSAWfP propose to add organi-
zational information (organizational model) modelled by two lists:LPk which contains
actors involved in the process andLAk which contains theiraccreditations. These lists
aim at modelling actors, their roles and the different perceptions they have on a given

7 According to the classification framework of [12], administrative processes are those for which
all cases are known; tasks are predictable and their sequencing rules are simple and clear.

8 We refer to a representative scenario as any execution scenario that, in combination with other
representative scenarios, can generate a (potentially infinite) set of other scenarios.
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process. Thus, with LSAWfP, the model (subsequently calleda Grammatical Model of
Administrative Workflow Process- GMAWfP -) of a given administrative processPop

is an executable grammatical specification given by a triplet W f =
(

G,LPk,LAk

)

.
The rest of this manuscript is organised as follows: after describing a running ex-

ample (the peer-review process) in section 2, we present more formally and with il-
lustrations, the proposed language in section 3. A discussion on its expressiveness and
on some ongoing works is conducted in section 4. Finally, section 5 is devoted to the
conclusion.

2 A Running Example: the Peer-Review Process

As running example, we will use the peer-review process. A brief description of it
inspired by those made in [19], can be the following one:
- The process starts when the editor in chief (EC) receives a paper for validation;
- Then, theEC performs a pre-validation after which he can accept or reject the sub-
mission for various reasons (subject of minor interest, submission not within the journal
scope, non-compliant format, etc.); let us call thistask " A" ;
- If he rejects the submission, he writes a report (task " B" ) then notifies the corre-
sponding author (task " D" ) and the process ends;
- Otherwise, he chooses an associated editor (AE) and sends him the paper for the
continuation of its validation;
- TheAE prepares the manuscript (task "C" ) and contacts simultaneously two experts
for the evaluation of the paper (tasks "E1" and" E2" ); if a contacted expert refuses to
participate, theAE contacts another one (iteration ontask " E1" or " E2" ). Otherwise,
the expert (referee) can start the evaluation;
- Each referee reads, seriously evaluates the paper (tasks "G1" and" G2" ) and sends
back a report (tasks "H1" and" H2" ) and a message (tasks "I1" and" I2" ) to theAE;
- After receiving reports from all referees, theAE takes a decision and informs theEC
(task " F" ) who sends the final decision to the corresponding author (task " D" ).

From the description above, one can identify all the tasks tobe executed, their se-
quencing, actors involved and the tasks assigned to them. For this case, four actors are
involved: an editor in chief (EC) which is responsible for initiating the process, an as-
sociated editor (AE) and two referees (R1 andR2). Figure 1 shows the orchestration
diagrams corresponding to the graphical description of this peer-review process using
the widely used process-centric notations BPMN (Business Process Model and Nota-
tion) and WF-Net (Workflow Net). As usual, tasks are ordered usingsequential flow,
{And, Or}-Splitsand{And, Or}-Joins. Each diagram resumes themain scenariosof the
studied process.

3 A Language for the Specification of Administrative Workflow
Processes (LSAWfP)

In this section, we present the new language LSAWfP that allows to specify adminis-
trative workflow processes independently of a workflow execution technique.
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Fig. 1.Orchestration diagrams of the peer-review process.

3.1 Artifacts as Control Flow Graphs

Let’s consider an administrative processPop to be modelled. By definition (of admin-
istrative process), its setTn = {X1, . . . ,Xn} of tasks is known in advance. In traditional
workflow languages like BPMN or WF-Net, the control flow between its tasks is rep-
resented using a directed graph that can contain cycles (seefig. 1). Such a graph allows
the modelling of the potentially infinite set9 of Pop’s execution scenarios. Let’s note
however that eachPop’s execution scenario can also be modelled using an annotated
treeti calledartifact. Indeed, starting from the fact that a given scenarioS i

op consists
of a subsetTm ⊆ Tn of m≤ n tasks to be executed in a specific order (in parallel or in
sequence), one can representS i

op as a treeti in which each node (labeledXi) potentially
corresponds to a taskXi ∈ Tm of S i

op and each hierarchical decomposition (a node and
its sons) corresponds to a scheduling: the task associated with the parent node must be
executed before those associated with the son nodes; the latter must be executed accord-
ing to an order - parallel or sequential - that can be specifiedby particular annotations
"#" (is sequential to) and "‖" (is parallel to) which will be applied to each hierarchical
decomposition. The annotation "#" (resp. "‖") reflects the fact that the tasks associated
with the son nodes of the decomposition must (resp. can) be executed in sequence (resp.
in parallel). To model iteration, nodes can be recursive in an artifact: i.e a node labelled
Xi may appear in subtrees rooted by a node having the same labelXi .

9 This is the case when there is one or more iterative routing (materialized by cycles in the task
graph) on tasks.
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Considering the running example (the peer-review process), two of its execution
scenarios can be modelled using the two artifactsart1 andart2 in figure 2. In particular,
we can see thatart1 shows how the task "Receipt and pre-validation of a submitted
paper" assigned to theEC, and associated with the symbolA (see sec. 2), must be
executed before tasks associated with the symbolsB andD that are to be executed in
sequence.

Fig. 2. Representative artifacts of a paper validation process in apeer-review journal.

3.2 Representative Artifacts and Grammatical Model of Workflow

Representative Artifacts As mentioned earlier (see sec. 3.1), the set of execution
scenarios for a given administrative process can be infinite. This is the case of our
running example process in which we can iterate on tasksE1 andE2 without limit
and thus generate an infinite set of execution scenarios. In these cases, the designer
cannot list this set of scenarios in order to model each of them. It is then necessary to
substitute this one by a finite set

{

S1
op, . . . ,S

k
op

}

of scenarios said to berepresentative.
Each representative scenario can then be modelled by a so calledrepresentative artifact.

For a given process, the set of its representative artifactsis obtained by adding to
the finite set of artifacts modelling its nominal scenarios (those leading to its differ-
ent business goals without iteration), those representingthe modelling of its alternative
scenarios (these are scenarios in which at least one iteration have been made). Opera-
tionally, when designing an alternative scenario artifact, the designer must prune it at
each first iteration encountered: i.e the designer must prune each branch of an alterna-
tive scenario artifact as soon as he encounters a node labelled for the second time by a
same label along a path starting from the root. In fact, one could assume that to design
the representative artifacts of a given business process, the designer begins by identi-
fying the initial tasks of it (i.e., the tasks that can start one of its execution scenarios);
each of these tasks will thus constitute the root of several representative artifacts. To
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construct the setartsX0i
of representative artifacts rooted in a given initial taskX0i , the

designer will:

(1) Construct an artifactart havingX0i as the single node (root);

(2) Then, he will determine the setf ollow=
{(

X1i1
, . . . ,Xm1i1

)

, . . . ,

(

X1in
, . . . ,Xmnin

)

}

of task combinations (each combination is either sequential or parallel10) that can

be immediately executed after the execution ofX0i . For each combination
(

X1i j
, . . . ,Xm ji j

)

,

the designer will create a new artifactart j by expanding the nodeX0i of art such
that inart j , the tasksX1i j

, . . . ,Xm ji j
are the child nodes ofX0i .

(3) It will then only remain to recursively develop (using the principle of (2)) each
leaf node of the new artifacts until representative artifacts (those that describe an
execution scenario in its entirety) are obtained.

This construction principle emphasizes the fact that one does not loose information
by pruning an artifact when encountering a given nodeX for the second time in the
same branch. In such a case, it is not necessary to developX a second time since the
designer has enumerated (in several artifacts) all the possibilities (scenarios) of contin-
uing the execution of the process after the execution of the task associated withX. As
we will see in section 3.2, these possibilities will be codedin a grammar and thus, the
execution scenarios characterized by several iterations on X, will indeed be specified
in the language. When constructing a representative artifact, the pruning of a branch is
therefore systematic when a node is encountered for the second time; no matter how
many nodes generate an iteration in the same branch.

Figure 2 presents the five representative artifacts of our running example process.
The artifactsart1 andart2 model the two nominal scenarios:art1 models the scenario
in which theEC directly rejects the paper whileart2 models the case where the paper
is evaluated by referees (R1 andR2) without theAE having to contact more than two
experts (no iteration on tasksE1 andE2). The artifactsart3, art4 andart5 represent the
infinite set of alternative scenarios in this example. Inart3 in particular, we can see that
the designer has pruned at nodeE2 which appeared for the second time in the same
branch.

Grammatical Model of Workflow From the finite set of representative artifacts of a
given process, it is possible to extract an abstract grammar11 that represents the under-
lying process’s lifecycle model : it is this grammar that we designate by the expression
Grammatical Model of Workflow (GMWf).

Let’s consider the set{t1, . . . , tk} of representative artifacts modelling thek represen-
tative execution scenarios of a given processPop of n tasks (Tn = {X1, . . . ,Xn}). Each
ti is a derivation tree for an abstract grammar (a GMWf)G = (S ,P ,A) whose set of
symbols isS = Tn (all process tasks) and each productionp∈ P reflects a hierarchical

10 If a given combination
(

X1i j
, . . . ,Xm ji j

)

is sequential (resp. parallel), its tasks are to be (resp.

can be) executed sequentially (resp. in parallel).
11 It is enough to consider the set of representative artifactsas a regular tree language: there is

therefore an (abstract) grammar to generate them.
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decomposition contained in at least one of the representative artifacts. Each produc-
tion is therefore exclusively of one of the following two forms: p : X0 → X1 # . . . # Xn

or p : X0 → X1 ‖ . . . ‖ Xn. The first formp : X0 → X1 # . . . # Xn (resp. the second form
p : X0 → X1 ‖ . . . ‖ Xn) means that taskX0 must be executed before tasks{X1, . . . ,Xn}
and these must be (resp. that can be) executed in sequence (resp. in parallel). A GMWf
can therefore be formally defined as follows:

Definition 1. A Grammatical Model of Workflow(GMWf) is defined byG= (S ,P ,A)
where :

– S is a finite set ofgrammatical symbolsor sortscorresponding to varioustasksto
be executed in the studied business process;

– A ⊆ S is a finite set of particular symbols calledaxioms, representing tasks that
can start an execution scenario (roots of representative artifacts), and

– P ⊆ S × S∗ is a finite set ofproductionsdecorated by the annotations "#" (is
sequential to) and "‖" (is parallel to): they areprecedence rules. A production
P =

(

XP(0),XP(1), · · ·XP(|P|)
)

is either of the form P: X0 → X1 # . . . # X|P|, or of the
form P: X0 → X1 ‖ . . . ‖ X|P| and |P| designates the length of P right-hand side. A
production with the symbol X as left-hand side is called a X-production.

Let’s illustrate the notion of GMWf by considering the one generated from an anal-
ysis of the representative artifacts obtained in the case ofthe peer-review process (see
fig. 2): the derived GMWf isG= (S ,P ,A) in which the setS of grammatical symbols
is S = {A,B,C,D,S1,E1,E2,F,G1,G2,H1,H2, I1, I2} (see sec 2); the only initial task
(axiom) isA (thenA = {A}) and the setP of productions is:

P1 : A→ B#D P2 : A→C #D P3 : C→ S1#F P4 : S1→ E1 ‖ E2
P5 : E1→ G1 P6 : E2→ G2 P7 : E1→ E1 P8 : E2→ E2
P9 : G1→ H1# I1 P10 : G2→ H2# I2 P11 : B→ ε P12 : D → ε
P13 : F → ε P14 : H1→ ε P15 : I1→ ε P16 : H2→ ε
P17 : I2→ ε

There may be special cases where it is not possible to schedule the tasks of a sce-
nario using the two (only) forms of production selected for GMWf. For example, this is
the case for the peer-review process wherein taskC precedes tasksE1, E2 andF , tasks
E1 andE2 can be executed in parallel and precedeF (see sec. 2). In such cases, the
introduction of a few new symbols known as(re)structuring symbols(not associated
with tasks) can make it possible to produce a correct scheduling. For the peer-review
process example, the introduction of a new symbolS1 allows us to obtain the following
productions:P3 : C→ S1#F andP4 : S1→ E1 ‖ E2 which properly model the required
scheduling and avoid the usage of the malformed productionp : C → E1 ‖ E2#F (see
in fig. 2,art2, the nodeS1 — in gray —). To deal with such cases, the previously given
GMWf definition (definition 1) is slightly adapted by integrating the (re)structuring
symbols; the resulting definition is as follows:

Definition 2. A Grammatical Model of Workflow(GMWf) is defined byG= (S ,P ,A)
whereinP andA refer to the same purpose as in definition 1,S = T ∪TStruc is a finite
set ofgrammatical symbolsor sorts in which, those ofT correspond totasksof the
studied business process, while those ofTStruc are (re)structuring symbols.
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3.3 Modelling the Information Model of Processes with GMWf

As formalized in definition 2, a GMWf perfectly models the tasks and control flow of
administrative processes (lifecycle model). In this section we discuss the specification
of processes-related data (the information model) in LSAWfP.

It is not easy to model the structure of business processes data using a general type
as they differ from one process to another. For the current work, tackling the automated
processes data structure has no proven interest because it does not bring any added value
to the proposed model: a representation of these data using aset of variables associated
with tasks is largely sufficient. However, it should be notedthat in existing data-driven
modelling approaches like the Guarded Attribute Grammar (GAG) model [5], these
variables typically have two parts to allow designers to model each task’s (1) precon-
ditions or input data required for its actual execution, and(2) post-conditions or output
data produced during its execution. In addition, dependency relationships between data
are often modelled.

In this work, the potential manipulated data by a given process task is represented
using anattributeembedded in the nodes associated with it. To materialise this adjust-
ment, we update for the last time the definition of GMWf. We thus associate with each
symbol, an attribute namedstatusallowing to store all the data of the associated task;
its precise type is left to the discretion of the process designer. The new definition of
GMWf is thus the following one:

Definition 3. A Grammatical Model of Workflow(GMWf) is defined byG= (S ,P ,A)
whereinS , P and A refer to the same purpose as in definition 2. Each grammatical
symbol X∈ S is associated with an attribute namedstatus, that can be updated when
tasks are executed;X.statusprovides access (read and write) to its content.

3.4 An Organizational Model for LSAWfP

Because business processes are generally carried out collectively, it is important to
model actors an to set up mechanisms to ensure better coordination between them and
to eventually guarantee the confidentiality of certain actions and data: this is the pur-
pose ofaccreditation. The accreditation of a given actor provides information onits
rights (permissions) relatively to each sort (task) of the studied process’s GMWf. We
propose here, a simple but non-exhaustive nomenclature of rights. It is inspired by the
one used in UNIX-like operating systems. Three types of accreditation are therefore
defined: accreditation in reading(r), writing (w) and execution(x).
1. The accreditation in reading (r): an actor accredited in reading on sortX must be
informed of the execution of the associated task; he must also have free access to its
execution state (data generated during its execution). We call an actor’sview, the set of
sorts on which he is accredited in reading.
2. The accreditation in writing (w): an actor accredited in writing on sortX can exe-
cute the associated task. To be simple, any actor accreditedin writing on a sort must
necessarily be accredited in reading on it.
3. The accreditation in execution (x): an actor accredited in execution on sortX is
allowed to ask the actor who is accredited in writing in it, toexecute it (realization of
the associated task). More formally, an accreditation is defined as follows:
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Definition 4. AnaccreditationAAi defined on the setS of grammatical symbols for an
actor Ai , is a tripletAAi =

(

AAi(r),AAi(w),AAi(x)
)

such that,AAi(r) ⊆ S also calledview
of actor Ai , is the set of symbols on which Ai is accredited in reading,AAi(w) ⊆ AAi(r)
is the set of symbols on which Ai is accredited in writing andAAi(x) ⊆ S is the set of
symbols on which Ai is accredited in execution.

The accreditations of various actors must be produced by theworkflow designer
just after modelling the scenarios in the form of representative artifacts. From the
task assignment for the peer-review process in the running example (see sec. 2), it
follows that the accreditation in writing of theEC is AEC(w) = {A,B,D}, that of the
AE is AAE(w) = {C,S1,E1,E2,F} and that of the first (resp. the second) referee is
AR1(w) = {G1,H1, I1} (resp.AR2(w) = {G2,H2, I2}). Since theEC can only execute
the taskD if the taskC is already executed (see fig. 2), in order for theEC to be
able to ask theAE to execute this task, he must be accredited in execution on it; so
we haveAEC(x) = {C}. Moreover, in order to be able to access all the information
on the peer-review evaluation of a paper (taskC) and to summarize the right deci-
sion to send to the author, theEC must be able to consult the reports (tasksI1 and
I2) and the messages (tasksH1 andH2) of the different referees, as well as the fi-
nal decision taken by theAE (taskF). These tasks, added toAEC(w)

12 constitute the
setAEC(r) = VEC = {A,B,C,D,H1,H2, I1, I2,F} of tasks on which it is accredited in
reading. By doing so for each of other actors, we deduce the accreditations represented
in table 1.

Actor Accreditation
EC AEC = ({A,B,C,D,H1,H2, I1, I2,F},{A,B,D},{C})

AE AAE = ({A,C,S1,E1,E2,F,H1,H2, I1, I2},{C,S1,E1,E2,F},{G1,G2})
R1 AR1 = ({C,G1,H1, I1},{G1,H1, I1}, /0)
R2 AR2 = ({C,G2,H2, I2},{G2,H2, I2}, /0)

Table 1.Accreditations of the different actors taking part in the peer-review process.

Since the (re)structuring symbols are not associated with tasks and were only in-
troduced to adjust the control flow, their execution neitherrequires nor produces data.
Therefore, the accreditation in writing and execution on them may be best left to the
designer’s appreciation; he will then make the assignment by referring to the execution
model he will use later. To this end, he could use the same principle for the assign-
ment of these accreditations in the case of concrete process’ tasks. However, one could
by default consider that all actors are accredited in reading on (re)structuring symbols;
this would make these symbols visible to all of them and wouldguarantee that the ad-
justment of the control flow will be effective for all of them even if they have partial
perceptions of the process.

12 Recall that we consider that one can only execute what he see.
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3.5 Summary: definition of LSAWfP

To summarise, we state that in LSAWfP, an administrative processPop is specified using
a tripletW f =

(

G,LPk,LAk

)

calleda Grammatical Model of Administrative Workflow
Process(GMAWfP) and composed of: a GMWf, a list of actors and a list oftheir
accreditations. The GMWf is used to describe all the tasks ofthe studied process and
their scheduling, while the list of accreditations provides information on the role played
by each actor involved in the process execution. A GMAWfP canthen be formally
defined as follows:

Definition 5. A Grammatical Model of Administrative Workflow Process(GMAWfP)
W f for a given business process, is a tripletW f =

(

G,LPk,LAk

)

whereinG is the
studied process (global) GMWf,LPk is the set of k actors taking part in its execution
andLAk represents the set of these actors accreditations.

4 Ongoing and Perspective Work on LSAWfP

In this section, we present some of the work being currently done on LSAWfP while
assessing what has already been done and presented in this paper.

4.1 On the Expressiveness of LSAWfP

Let’s consider a specificationW f =
(

G,LPk,LAk

)

of a given business processPop. As
described above, its organizational model that expresses and classifies/assigns the re-
sources that must execute its tasks is given by the couple

(

LPk,LAk

)

of W f . Its in-
formational model that describes the data structure being manipulated is given by the
type of the attributestatusassociated with each task. Its lifecycle model that provides
information on tasks and their sequencing (coordination) is given by the GMWfG of
W f . Thus, we can conclude that LSAWfP has the major expected characteristics of a
workflow language according to [1].

The GMWf effectively allows the designers to specify all thebasic control flows
(sequential, parallel, alternative and iterative) which can be found in traditional work-
flow languages. Figure 3 gives for each type of basic control flow its BPMN notation
and the corresponding notations (artifact and associated productions) in LSAWfP as
described below:
- the sequential flow between two tasksA andB can be expressed either by a production
p of the formp : A→ B, or by a productionq of the formq : S→ A#B in which S is a
(re)structuring symbol (see fig. 3(a));
- the parallel flow between two tasksA andB is expressed using a productionp of the
form p : S→ A ‖ B (see fig. 3(b));
- the alternative flow (choice) between two tasksA1 andA2 is expressed using two
productionsp1 andp2 such thatp1 : S→ A1 andp2 : S→ A2; S is a (re)structuring
symbol expressing the fact that after "execution" ofS, one must execute either taskA1
or taskA2 (see fig. 3(c)).
- iterative routing (repetition) is expressed using recursive symbols. Thus the produc-
tions p1 : A→ B, p2 : B→C andp3 : B→ A express a potentially (transitive) iterative
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Fig. 3. Illustrating basic control flows with LSAWfP.

flow on the taskA (see fig. 3(d));P7 : E1→ E1 in the running example also expresses
a direct iterative flow onE1 (see fig. 2).

One avenue we are currently exploring is that of measuring the expressiveness of
LSAWfP in relation to workflow patterns [20]. This will allowus to characterize pre-
cisely the class of processes that this language can model.

4.2 Towards an Artifact-Centric Model of Processes Design and Distributed
Execution Based on Cooperative Edition of a Mobile Artifact

We are also working to produce an artifact-centric model of business process man-
agement. In this model inspired by the work of Badouel et al. on cooperative editing
[6,16,17,18,14], the process tasks are executed by the various actors with the help of
software agents that they pilot. These software agents are autonomous, reactive and
communicate in peer to peer mode by exchanging an artifact (considered as "mobile")
edited cooperatively. This mobile artifact is an annotatedtree that represents the exe-
cution status of the process at each moment. For this purpose, it contains information
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on the tasks already executed, on the data produced during these executions and on the
tasks ready to be executed.

Fig. 4. An overview of the artifact-centric execution of the peer-review process.

When the mobile artifact is received at a given execution site, the local agent ex-
ecutes an update protocol whose purpose is to reveal the tasks ready to be executed
locally by the local actor. The execution of the tasks by the local actor is done using a
specialized editor and can be assimilated to the edition of astructured document since
its actions cause the received mobile artifact (the tree) tobe updated, by expanding
some of its leaf nodes into sub-trees and by assigning valuesto the "status" attributes of
some other nodes. When all the tasks ready to be locally executed have been executed,
the artifact is sent to other agents for further execution ofthe process if necessary.

To run the peer-review process described in section 2 with the artifact-centric model
being built, four agents controlled by four actors (theEC, the AE, the R1 and theR
agents) will be deployed. Figure 4 sketches an overview of exchanges that can take place
between those four agents. The scenario presented there corresponds to the nominal one
in which the paper is pre-validated by theECand therefore, is analysed by a peer review
committee. The artifact-centric execution is triggered ontheEC’s site by introducing (in
this site) an artifact reduced to its root node. During its transit through the system, this
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artifact grows. Note that there may be situations where multiple copies of the artifact
are updated in parallel; this is notably the case when they are present on site 3 (first
referee) and 4 (second referee).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a new workflow language calledLSAWfP which al-
lows, through a simple grammar-based formalism, to specifyadministrative business
processes. Like any traditional workflow language, LSAWfP allows to specify basic
flows (sequential, parallel, alternative and iterative) that are generally found in work-
flow models; particularly, it focuses on the modelling of each of the process scenario
using an artifact. Moreover, LSAWfP allows to model the maincharacteristics of busi-
ness processes (their lifecycle, their informational and their organizational aspects). We
also presented some of the work associated with LSAWfP that are currently in progress.

In our opinion, an other work that can be done following the one presented in this
paper, is the production of a software tool to assist in the specification of business
processes in the LSAWfP language. Such a tool, in addition toproviding interfaces for
the graphic design of scenario graphs (representative artifacts), will allow designers to
check the correctness of the produced specifications and ensure their conversion to other
formats (BPMN and YAWL for example).
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